
  

Another smash hit for Spencer Group-Design with their design work 
all over a brand new aged care facility, north of Brisbane.  The clients 
wanted something very different, fresh and full of style, yet highly 
practical for a high care, aged care application.  With every detail and 
layer from paint colours to cushion trims, they aimed to create an 
amazing place with loads of ambience and style, a place where people 
would want to live and want to visit, with the utmost importance given 
to the comfort and peace for the residents and nursing staff alike.
Lea Spencer of Spencer Group-Design said, “the flooring called for 
something special particularly in the residents rooms so we called in 
Polyflor, specifying Copper Ornamental 9861 from their Expona Flow 
heterogeneous sheet vinyl collection as we instantly fell in love with 
it and used it throughout the facility. This design provided a creative 
twist to an otherwise traditional polished concrete look.

The irregular ornamental stencilled design gave the appearance of an 
aged floor and offered a highly respectful treatment to a critical area 
of the entire design, warming the rooms and taking away the typical 
sterility of hospital style vinyl, giving each room more of a carpeted 
feel, just a little more like home”.
Lea Spencer adds, “we also used a luxury timber plank from Polyflor’s 
Expona Design range in the main dining room.  This area required 
extremely hard wearing and easy to maintain flooring.  We chose Dark 
Brushed Oak 6178 and cleverly laid it in a giant marquetry pattern 
inlayed to a border of a jet black carpet tile to create a bespoke 
design.  It helped to define the dining area and TV area in a large open 
plan common space and the pattern laying was beautiful giving a 
sense of a stunning  giant ball room rather than a mass eating area”. 
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